With OUT Feline&Strange go beyond. Again.
Capt'n Feline and Chief Strange have been trying to contact their home planet for years now - to no
avail, the aid of the fold-up cello, the synthetic piano, and Feline's interstellar voice nonwithstanding.
Now, they get angry.
Darker and scarier they return from their travels all across Europe (even UK) and the U.S., and bring
their Electro Wave Cabaret from Berlin directly in your face. And a brand new 5th album: OUT (feat.
Brian Viglione), released in Spring 2017.
The fiends have taken over, and their last hope is to help you, Earthling, survive this ordeal. Listen
closely, and follow their advice.

New album: OUT.
11 aggressive and depressive songs, like out of a hole in the ground or out of space – dark as either.
Out of expectations, out of the box, out of patience.
FANS
„I knew this was going to be different but it turned out to be breathtaking!!“
„The album just gets better every time I listen to it. Over all the songs seem united by a sense of
impermanence – of or relationships, our homes, our life on earth, and how our responses seem
inadequate. Yet there is still hope amongst it all.“
(Patreon comments)
PRESS
„Het beste“ (Dark Entries, BL)
„A totally different musical universe“ (rbb radioeins)
„A masquerade, a vanity fair.“(taz. Die Tageszeitung)
„Strangely beautiful“ (Brigitte)
„Some of the most interesting music I have heard in the States in quite some while“ (The Aquarian)
Feline wrote the album in only 2 weeks during a residency in France. Her world turned in this time from
a Germany welcoming thousands of refugees with open arms to a world wide political hate crisis. Thus
the uninhibited cynical rage and the terrible sadness in these 11 epic songs.
The box set is an intricate piece of art: The seemingly simple cardboard sleeve appeals to the listener
to destroy the package to reveal a scary fold out diorama and a questionnaire of unknown origin and
authority, posing unanswerable questions. Are you human? Are you a citizen of Earth? Are you a
sentient being? And if you are deported from Earth – how will you survive?

STILL ON EARTH?! Tour 2017
Feline&Strange use the alien backstory running through all their 5 long players and tours to push the
listener into a position most of them will, hopefully, never know first-hand:
Persecuted, scared to death, threatened with deportation into a lethal environment, for no other reason
than their being what they are.
If just with the theatrical, dramatic multimedia show or adding the interactive game asking the visitors to
hand in their visa applications, this show goes beyond imagination, and sometimes, beyond the
bearable.
And, strange enough, all this is still a lot of fun.
„Short of words, really flabbergasted. Feels like looking at and listening to Bowie at his best. But again
different and better!“
„Your performance is reminding both of us of Nina Hagen, but still totally different. So congratulations
again!“
(Patreon comments)

www.felineandstrange.com
www.facebook.com/felineandstrange
www.youtube.com/canteatro
www.felineandstrange.bandcamp.com

